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This PhD thesis proposal is part of the ANR TOPACS 2 national research project that proposes to inves-
tigate full-body computational anatomy, through the analysis of a large set of 3D CT and MRI scans (more
than 10000 individuals). This project involves five research laboratories (Creatis Lyon, ICube Strasbourg,
Gipsa Lab Grenoble , LIRIS Lyon and Institut Pascal Clermont).

The objective of this thesis is to develop new methods for the computerized analysis of CT scans, based on
3D keypoints (such as SIFT3D or SURF3D [BETV08]) extracted from the images (Fig. 1). More specifically,
the goal is to provide the doctor and the scientist with tools for infering from the 3D scans, information
such as the age or sex of the individual or any other characteristic of interest. Machine learning methods,
adapted for the analysis of large datasets of 3D points, will be devised for this purpose.

Figure 1: Keypoints extracted on a CT image (courtesy: Creatis, Lyon)

Apart from applications in medicine, applications will focus on Forensic Science, such as the determination
of age and sex on body parts. Another application is to predict different anatomic characteristics from a
partial 3D body image in anthropology and taphonomy studies. This project could also contribute to the
emerging field of virtual autopsy, which consists in analysing a deceased individual in a non-destructive
manner via 3D imagery.

From a modeling point of view, we will favor Geometric Deep Learning approaches [BBL+17]. Indeed,
deep learning approaches have mainly considered data defined on Euclideans domains and regular grids, such
as 2D and 3D images. Geometric Deep Learning aims at extending deep learning techniques to geometric
data structures such as point clouds or graphs. [CSKG17] is one of the first attempts to model point clouds.

2https://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/˜valette/public/project/topacs/
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However, it captures only global features. To alleviate this limitation, several works [QYSG17, WSL+19,
SJS+18, AML18, LBS+18] have been carried out by extending convolution operator to point clouds.

In the TOPACS project, the extraction and non-rigid registration of the point clouds extracted from
large databases of different individuals will be carried out by Creatis and Institut Pascal. The first objective
of the PhD thesis at ICube is to test existing Geometric Learning and Keypoint-based machine learning
methods in the context of our applications. Then, the PhD student will derive a new model adapted to the
problem. Supervised regression and classification approaches will be considered.

As an example, a large vector of characteristics can be computed for each detected point. Using these
vectors, and not only the positions of the extracted points may be relevant to capture local features. Esti-
mated geometric transformations, related to the registration of the different CT scans may also enrich the
modeling since most of the aforementioned methods require a rigid transform block (all data points are not
in the same reference space at the beginning).

Working environment The student will be a member of the IMAGeS team (http://images.icube.
unistra.fr/) in the ICube laboratory in Illkirch. The PhD thesis will start on October 2020. Interactions
with the other partners of the TOPACS project will be part of the work.

Supervisors: Fabrice Heitz (fabrice.heitz@unistra.fr) and Sylvain Faisan (faisan@unistra.fr).

Profile of the candidate

• Last year of Master studies or Engineering School in the following fields: computer science, image
processing, applied mathematics and machine learning.

• Good programming skills (the coding language will be Python).

• Interest for image processing and medical applications.

Application
Send a long CV, motivation letter and academic transcripts for the past 2 years to:
Sylvain Faisan (faisan@unistra.fr) and Fabrice Heitz: (fabrice.heitz@unistra.fr).
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